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Hello,

     There is a lot of information to take in the first time around. I trust that you will find this 
information to be very helpful.

     First, we will need to know which specific model(s) you have. Let us know how many of each 
charger you will need signs for. If you have any specific artwork that you will want on there, we 
would need you to supply that to us in a vector format (.CDR, .EPS, .AI, and some .PDF files will 
work).

     Will these be a part of the AEP incentive program? If so, we just need to know if they will be for a 
private business or a municipality. If this is for a municipality, you will only need the AEP co-
branding. If it is not for a municipality, you are also required to have the SMRT Columbus co-
branding. We have some basic templates with those logos already incorporated if you do not have 
a design already in mind. There are even some placeholder spaces where you could add your logo, 
or your client's logo – which we would also need in a vector format.

     These signs are reflective for high visibility. The approved 3M reflective material that is used to 
produce these signs is made from tiny flakes of metal that add a naturally light gray tint to them. 
They can also appear lighter when reflecting. This can make corporate approved colors appear a 
little lighter or darker than expected depending on the amount of light being reflected at any given 
time.

     After we have everything drawn up, you will receive a digital proof along with pricing. Once you 
approve of the graphics, you will need to forward them to your AEP representative to gain branding 
approval. After that, we are ok to produce the signage for your charging stations. It generally takes 
1-3 business days for the signs to be completed. You will then have the option to retrieve the 
finished signs from our shop, use a courier service to pick them up, or elect to have them 
delivered/shipped to your facility.

     Should you have your own designer that you would like to use, we would just need 100% vector 
artwork in a .EPS file format. That means that the artwork would need to be created completely in a 
vector-based software such as Adobe Illustrator or CorelDraw. There are also several other 
programs and free online apps that will allow this, but they may require additional steps to ensure 
that your art will reproduce as desired. Please send one file for each panel. Make sure that the 
template is created at actual size, and has nothing on the page that will not be printed. Sometimes 
our RIP software can pick up hidden layers and things off-page as a printable object, which causes 
a lot of material waste. If you need a template, or examples of acceptable artwork, please do not 
hesitate to ask.
 
    If you are not the end-user and you would like to omit the sales tax, we will require a tax 
exemption form to place on file prior to your initial order.

     We have been making these for several years, and have crossed many bridges along the way. 
So feel free to reach out with any questions or concerns that you may have. I am certain that we will 
make the process as easy as it can be.

Thank you,
Scott Hall
Art Director @ Waterford Signs, Inc.
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These next few pages will illustrate just some of the products that
Waterford Signs, Inc. is able to create for you. If you would like to
see some other examples, please visit our website at
WaterfordSigns.com.

You may also have a need that is not currently in this catalog or on
our website. For those inquiries, please send us an email to
info@waterfordsigns.com, or call us at 740-362-7446 to talk about
your specific needs.
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Charging Station Sign Panel Inserts
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Parking Lot Paint Stencils

We Also Offer
Parking Lot

Stencil Painting
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Metal Parking Signs & Sign Posts

Do You Need
Something

More Custom?
We’ve Got You

Covered!
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Vehicle Magnets for Installer Vehicles

Electrical Power Solutions

614.771
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Full or Single Color Decals for Building Entry Points



EVunited.com
61 .50 .3803

Trade Show & Branding Items

Waterford Signs, Inc. is a locally owned and operated
sign shop that has been in business for over 25 years.
These are just a fraction of the products that we offer.
Whatever your needs may be, we are here to help.

Just ask!
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